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Ryan came to McLarens bringing with him extensive knowledge
in the steel structure fabrication, construction, and erection
disciplines developed during prior employment with one of the
largest steel fabrication companies in the United States, with
projects consisting of various arenas, stadiums, casinos, sky-
scrapers and large commercial properties situated throughout
the contiguous United States and Canada. Prior to his
involvement in the steel fabrication industry, Ryan was
employed by an independent foreign car manufacturer repair
facility, where he gained an understanding of vehicle and
equipment mechanical and electrical processes.

Ryan joined McLarens in January 2008 and has continued to
expand his knowledge of construction disciplines through
handling of numerous commercial and residential property
losses, while applying his knowledge of the fabrication industry
as a background for damage evaluations and assessments. Ryan
continues to also apply his understanding of equipment
mechanical and electrical processes during handling of various
contractor’s and heavy equipment losses and failures including
fires, break-downs, and crane collapses.

While being employed with McLarens, Ryan has further
enhanced his skills by handling medium to large loss claims
resulting from various hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, hailstorms,
fires, and freezes throughout the region. With these claims,
Ryan has performed damage assessments, prepared scope and
cost evaluations, developed property valuations, included
coverage application, negotiated settlements, analyzed
business interruption effects, and utilized various claims
resolution practices during his adjustment processes.

BIOGRAPHY

Builder’s Risk, Business Interruption,
Contractor’s Equipment, Heavy
Equipment, Inland Marine

ADDITIONAL
EXPERTISE

Licensed Adjuster – Oklahoma, Texas, Kansas

QUALIFICATIONS

Member of the Oklahoma Claims Association (OCA)

INDUSTRY CERTIFICATION
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EXECUTIVE GENERAL ADJUSTER
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